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ABSTRACT: Chromium iodide monolayers, which have different
magnetic properties in comparison to the bulk chromium iodide,
have been shown to form skyrmionic states in applied electro-
magnetic fields or in Janus-layer devices. In this work, we
demonstrate that spin-canted solutions can be induced into
monolayer chromium iodide by select substitution of iodide
atoms with isovalent impurities. Several concentrations and spatial
configurations of halide substitutional defects are selected to probe
the coupling between the local defect-induced geometric
distortions and orientation of chromium magnetic moments.
This work provides atomic-level insight into how atomically
precise chemical doping can be used to create and control complex magnetic patterns in chromium iodide layers and lays out the
foundation for investigating the field- and geometric-dependent magnetic properties in similar two-dimensional materials.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Magnetic skyrmions are local whirls of the spins that both have
a fixed chirality and do a full spin rotation.1,2 Isolated
skyrmions can be treated as single particles and used in
applications, such as system memory and radio-frequency
generators and filters, as well as spintronic devices.1,3−5

Magnetic skyrmions have been found to be manifested in
both single crystals of magnetic materials such as MnSi, FeGe,
Fe1−xCoxSi, and Cu2OSeO3 as well as in thin films such as Fe
monolayers and PdFe bilayers on Ir.1,4 In order for a skyrmion
to be usable for memory or spintronic applications, however,
they need to be realizable at, or close to, room temperature and
with minimal electromagnetic fields.
Skyrmions form in crystals when they lack inversion

symmetry in the crystal lattice, enabling the formation of
Dzyaloshinskii−Moriya interactions (DMIs) through spin−
orbit coupling, or in the case of thin films at the interface
between the layer and the substrate facilitated through the
strong spin-orbit coupling of the nearby metal center.1,4 This
DMI takes the form6

= × ·H S S D( )DMI 1 2 12 (1)

where S1 and S2 are spins of two neighboring magnetic atoms
and D12 is the corresponding Dzyaloshinskii−Moriya vector. If
the exchange interaction between S1 and S2 is mediated by an
anion, D12 can be approximated as D12 = r1 × r2, where r1 and
r2 link the anion with the two magnetic ions.7 In materials
containing inversion symmetry, this term is missing, as the

contributions associated with anionic pathways linking
magnetic centers cancel out.
Chromium trihalides and, more broadly, MX3 (where M is a

transition metal) compounds have been actively investigated
for their unusual properties. They have a low synthesis and
processing cost and can be easily exfoliated to obtain few-layer
materials. In chromium trihalide (CrX3, X = Cl, Br, I)
structures, the Cr3+ ions are arranged into honeycomb lattices
surrounded by six halogen anions, giving rise to a local
octahedral symmetry. The halogen atoms are each bound to
two neighboring Cr centers. At high temperature the layers
stack with a monoclinic (space group C2/m) geometry. At low
temperature the layers stack with a rhombohedral (space group
R3̅) geometry. The temperature at which this transformation
occurs is dependent on the halogen (Cl, 240 K; Br, 420 K; I,
210 K), and each bulk structure is known to have
ferromagnetic moments between each Cr ion below their Tc

values (Cl, 17 K; Br, 37 K; I, 68 K).8,9 Examples of the
monolayer, hexagonal lattice can be seen in the insets to Figure
1.
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It has been shown that in the low-layer limit (number of
layers ≲10), MX3 exhibits magnetic properties that appear to
differ from their bulk properties.10−13 Recently, mono- and
bilayers of chromium trihalide materials have been investigated
for potential use in skyrmionic devices.1,3,14,15 Of the
chromium trihalides, chromium triiodide (CrI3) materials
have been of the most interest, as bulk CrI3 has been shown to
exhibit the highest reported magnetic ordering temperature
and anisotropy among the chromium trihalides.8,10,16−18

Monolayer CrI3, in disagreement with the Mermin−Wagner
theorem, is known to have long-range ferromagnetic
character3,19 that is enabled through the magnetic anisotro-
py.3,20 This magnetic anisotropy in CrI3 arises from the spin−
orbit coupling in iodine atoms and favors a magnetic easy axis
perpendicular to the atomic plane.7,9,20 Magnetic interactions
between the chromium ions in a CrI3 layer arise from a

superexchange mechanism between the Cr 3d orbitals and the
I 5p orbitals.7,13,20,21 Geometric distortions in the CrI3 layers
can break the inversion symmetry and thus induce finite
Dzyaloshinskii−Moriya interactions, ultimately leading to the
appearance of skyrmionic ground states. In the case of an
applied electric field oriented perpendicular to the CrI3 plane,
the Cr3+ and I− ions are displaced in opposite directions out of
their atomic planes. These displacements change distances
between the chromium and iodine atomic planes by as much
as ∼3.6% for a field with a magnitude of ∼0.2 V/nm, which
breaks the inversion symmetry and results in significant DMI
effects. It has also been reported that Janus Cr(I,X)3
monolayers have been able to realize ground-state skyrmions,
given their ability to manifest DMI terms due to their lack of
inversion symmetry.1,3,15,22−24

In this work we investigate the formation of skyrmionic
states via breaking the inversion symmetry of the CrI3
monolayer by substituting iodine atoms with chloride atoms
(Clx). Unlike external electric fields, these defects produce
localized atomic-scale distortions, which holds the promise of
creating fine-tuned distortion patterns and, accordingly, may
enable the formation of complex magnetic structures.

■ METHODOLOGY
Monolayer CrI3 was represented using the isolated periodic slab
model. The initial positions of atoms correspond to the bulk CrI3
lattice as determined through single-crystal X-ray diffraction at 90 K.8

To find the optimal structure of the monolayer and its electronic
properties, we performed ab initio simulations based on density
functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab initio
simulation program (VASP).25,26 The projector augmented wave
method and Perdew−Burk−Ernzerhof exchange correlation func-
tional were used.27,28 The calculations were performed in the spin-
polarized mode. A plane-wave basis set was used with an energy cutoff
of 600 eV, and the DFT-D3(0)29 method was used for dispersion
correction. All internal coordinates were fully relaxed. It has been
noted that the Hubbard U correction applied within the DFT+U
method does not significantly affect the results of the calculations and
as such is not used herein.7,20

To find the properties of pristine CrI3, we used a supercell
containing two chromium and six iodine atoms. A 3.5 nm vacuum gap
in the off-plane direction (z) was used to avoid monolayer
interactions with its periodic images. The Brillouin zone was sampled
with a Monkhorst−Pack k-point mesh of 6 × 6 × 2. The optimal
lattice constant (a0) was found to be 6.929 Å, which is in close
agreement with the experimentally observed value of 6.866 Å.8

The calculated Heisenberg isotropic symmetric exchange coef-
ficient (J = −2.99 meV) and the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE;
0.58 meV/Cr) are comparable with those previously reported for the
CrI3 systems (less than 10 layers): J = −2.2 meV and MAE = 0.65
meV/Cr.3,7,30

In order to examine the magnetic effects of Cl substitution, we used
a CrI3 supercell of 1.8 nm × 3.1 nm × 2.0 nm. Several I atoms near a
chromium center were replaced with Cl atoms, and the internal
coordinates were optimized for each case. The cutoff for energy
minimization with respect to the atomic coordinates was set to 10−5

eV. With the optimized structure, a noncollinear (NC) spin
calculation was run with the self-consistent-field (SCF) convergence
cutoff set to 10−6 eV. The noncollinear wavefunction was used as a
guess for the calculations incorporating spin−orbit coupling effects
(NC-SOC) with the SCF convergence set to 10−9 eV in order to
capture the energy cost of spin rotations, which typically are on the
order of 10−6−10−4 eV in magnitude.3

Figure 1. Spin-resolved projected density of states for the monolayer
CrI3 systems (shown as insets to each plot). The total DOS can be
seen in each plot as the black line, and the projected orbital
contributions for the Cr d (blue) and I p (purple), and Cl p (green)
atoms are plotted as well. The pure CrI3 monolayer is shown at the
top (a), with the halogen-replaced structures shown beneath: Cl:CrI3
(b); Cl3

a:CrI3 (c); Cl6:CrI3 (d).
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Geometric Distortion

To investigate the coupling between the lattice distortions in
CrI3 and its magnetic properties, we considered several
configurations of Cl substituted for I. Chlorine was specifically
chosen, as it has been previously shown that bulk CrCl3
exhibits an in-plane ferromagnetism,8 which was thought
could be taken advantage of to promote skyrmion formation
without drastically altering the properties of the CrI3 layer.
Also, of the CrX3 systems commonly examined, Cl has the
smallest atomic radius (i.e., the largest mismatch with that of I)
and as such is thought to give rise to the largest geometric
distortions. Four Clx:CrI3 structures were examined and can be
viewed in the insets for Figure 1. The four configurations
considered have six iodine atoms replaced around a chromium
center (Cl6:CrI3), three Cl atoms replacing the iodine above
the chromium atomic plane (Cl3

a:CrI3), three Cl atoms
replacing two iodine atoms above and one iodine atom
below the chromium atomic plane (Cl2

aClb:CrI3), and one Cl
atom replacing a single iodine atom (Cl:CrI3).
As can be seen in Figure 2, replacing I atoms with Cl atoms

results in a contraction of the Cr−Cl bonds (in comparison to
the Cr−I bonds), as is expected given that Cl is both smaller
and more electronegative than I. In the case where six I atoms
are replaced, the geometric distortions extend through the
monolayer for ∼1.7 nm, similar to the extent of skyrmion
formation that has been observed when CrI layers are exposed
to a field.3 It should be noted that this size may be artificially
constrained due to the size of the cluster used, as was also
noted for the skyrmion formation by Liu et al.3 This distortion
is shown in Figure 2a as a circle of diameter da = 1.7 nm. For
systems where less Cl has been doped into the cell (in Figure
2b−d) the extent of the distortion caused is lessened. Cl3

a:CrI3
shows an extent of db = 1.2 nm, and Cl2

aClb:CrI3 and Cl:CrI3
(dc and dd, respectively) show an extent of 1.0 nm.

The effects of the larger spatial extent of the distortion mean
that there are additional chromium centers that no longer have
the full octahedral symmetry surrounding them. In an
octahedral crystal field, Cr(III) d orbitals split into t2g and eg
manifolds. The threefold degenerate t2g levels are singly
occupied by three d electrons. This configuration corresponds
to a high-spin 4A2 ground state at each Cr site, with the excited
4T2 state being 1.5 eV above. Upon doping Cl in CrI3, the
structure around Cr(III) deviates from the perfect octahedral
environment. However, the perturbation is not strong enough
to alter the ligand field, and each Cr(III) center still retains the
high-spin configuration. The loss of octahedral symmetry gives
rise to DMI terms potentially leading to noncollinear spin
solutions with no applied field. It is of particular interest that
both the Cl6:CrI3 and Cl3

a:CrI3 systems have a symmetrical
distortion around the central Cr and thus the final geometries
are similar, while the Cl2

aClb:CrI3 and Cl:CrI3 systems are less
symmetrical about the central Cr. In the case of the
Cl2

aClb:CrI3 and Cl:CrI3 systems the central Cr is pulled
slightly toward the Cr centers that are mediated by Cl atoms,
leading to a significant distortion of the angles and bond
lengths of the surrounding systems.
The formation energy of each isovalent-doped Clx:CrI3

configuration can be estimated by

μ μΔ = − + −E E E n(Cl :CrI ) (CrI ) ( )x 3 3 I Cl (2)

where E(Clx:CrI3) is the energy of the Clx:CrI3 system,
E(CrI3) is the energy of the CrI3 lattice without dopants, and n
is the number of substituted ions. The chemical potentials, μ,
for the iodine and chloride atoms are computed as (1/2)E(I2)
and (1/2)E(Cl2) , respectively. The formation energies given
in Table 1 show that the geometries most likely to appear are
the singly doped Cl1:CrI3 and the symmetrical Cl6:CrI3.
As a result of the geometric distortions, the inversion

symmetry for the doped systems (except the Cl6:CrI3 system)
is broken. Thus, the DMI terms become nonzero. The DMI

Figure 2. Optimized geometries of the Clx:CrI3 systems. The initial position of the relevant atoms can be visualized by the red circles. The final
geometries are shown with the gray circles representing Cr atoms, the purple circles representing iodine atoms, and the green circles representing
chlorine atoms after optimization. The geometries consist of Cl6:CrI3 (a), Cl3

a:CrI3 (b), Cl2
aClb:CrI3 (c), and Cl:CrI3 (d). (e−h) The four central Cr

atoms and bound halogen atoms. The values show the difference in the bond length between the central Cr atom and those neighboring from the
pure CrI3 system and the optimized, doped systems (shown as ±% of the original Cr−Cr bond length).
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vectors for the Cr atoms within the distorted areas marked in
Figure 2 are plotted in Figure 3. This effect is localized to the

areas with geometric distortion. This can be seen in Figure 3d,
where the spatial extent of the geometry distortion is
significantly less than in the other systems, by the fact that
the Cr atoms on the far right (where there was little to no
distortion) do not have applicable DMI vectors. As was
previously mentioned, the Cl6:CrI3 system is able to maintain
inversion symmetry around the central atom, and as such the
DMI contributions along each halide pathway cancel out,
which is not the case for the other systems.
Formation of Spin Bubbles

Magnetic skyrmions are local whirls of the spins that both have
a fixed chirality and do a full spin rotation.1,2,5 Unfortunately,
none of the geometries attempted in this study are able to
realize a full symmetric skyrmion at zero field. Instead, spin
bubbles, localized spin-canted solutions driven by DMI terms,
can be observed in the CrI3 monolayers arising from spin
noncollinear solutions. In the case of the Cl:CrI3 system a spin-
bubble solution was stabilized, as can be seen in Figure 4.
Plotted in Figure 4 are the atomic clusters shown in Figure 3
with the magnetization vectors for each Cr atom plotted. It can
be noted that, in the case of the Cl3

a:CrI3 and Cl2
aClb:CrI3

systems, the spin bubble is unable to be manifested and the
ferromagnetic solution persists.
In the case of the Cl:CrI3 system, the stabilization by the

formation of the spin bubble over the ferromagnetic solution is

25.7 meV/Cr. This energetic difference is larger than what has
been previously observed, as the stabilization energy from the
formation of skyrmions through the use of external fields (∼3
meV/Cr) is much larger than the cost of a spin rotation (<1
meV/Cr).3 Thus, similarly to the skyrmions formed through
the application of external fields, the spin bubbles are
topologically protected spin configurations. It is interesting
to note that, while it is able to form in the Cl:CrI3 system, a
spin-bubble configuration is not manifested in the Cl2

aClb:CrI3
system. Even though, in the Cl2

aClb:CrI3 system, there is both a
lack of symmetry in the geometry (as in either the Cl6:CrI3 or
Cl3

a:CrI3 cases) and there exists a pathway with only a single Cl
atom that has a geometric distortion similar to that of the
Cl:CrI3 system. This can be seen in Figure 2g,h, with a 4.39%
reduction in Cr−Cr distance for Cl2aClb:CrI3 in comparison to
a 5.23% reduction for Cl:CrI3. It was previously noted that a
minimum field was required in order to induce skyrmions
which introduced a distortion between the Cr and I layers in
the monolayer CrI3.

3 Measuring geometric changes for the
systems finds that the Cl2

aClb:CrI3 system has a distortion of
2.2% while the Cl:CrI3 system has a distortion of 3.1%. The
distortion of the Cl2

aClb:CrI3 system being less than the
previously determined minimum may contribute to why a
magnetic bubble state is unable to be manifested even though
there are DMI vectors present.
In order to gain insights into the formation of the spin

bubble in the Cl:CrI3 system, the DMI vectors were calculated
for the Cr atoms shown in Figure 3. The numerical values for
the DMI vectors are given in Table 2 and calculated through
the four-state method detailed in refs 15 and 20. This method
takes specific chromium pairs (labeled in the table) and directs
their local spin orientations in order to extract the energetic
values of the coupling between the select centers and their
DMI vectors. For the Cl6:CrI3 and Cl3

a:CrI3 systems only the
Cr1 and Cr2 pair were calculated due to the presence of the
rotational symmetry. For the other systems, the DMI vectors
for the nearest neighbors to the central Cr were all explicitly
calculated. Previous work has identified that skyrmions are

more likely to form when values of
D

J
ij

ij

(where Dij = |Dij|) are

Table 1. Formation Energies, as Determined by Eq 2 for the
Four Doped Geometries

system formation energy (eV)

Cl6:CrI3 −3.96
Cl3

a:CrI3 28.06
Cl2

aClb:CrI3 27.99
Cl:CrI3 −0.69

Figure 3. DMI vectors (in black, determined as in ref 31) on each Cr
atom from the geometry-optimized, Cl-doped systems shown in
Figure 2: (a) Cl6:CrI3; (b) Cl3

a:CrI3; (c) Cl2
aClb:CrI3; (d) Cl:CrI3.

Since the DMI vectors are only nonzero where the inversion
symmetry is broken, and the symmetry breaking is a localized effect,
only the atoms that lie roughly within the black circle in Figure 2 have
been plotted. The labeled atoms in (a) are the Cr atoms used in the
four-state method to calculate the DMI vectors that are reported in
Table 2.

Figure 4. Canted spin states for each of the geometry-optimized, Cl
doped systems shown in Figure 2, (a) Cl6:CrI3, (b) Cl3

a:CrI3, (c)
Cl2

aClb:CrI3, and (d) and Cl:CrI3 resulting from the presence of the
doped Cl. Magnetic vectors are shown by black vectors on each Cr
atom. The difference between the canted spins and the collinear spins
perpendicular to the crystal plane are shown by the cones (where
green cones are spins above the layer and red cones are spins beneath
the layer).
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between 0.1 and 0.2 meV.4,15 Larger values of
D

J
ij

ij

favor faster

spin rotations about Dij, leading to smaller skyrmions.4 Our

values for
D

J
ij

ij

are significantly larger than those reported for

previous CrI3 systems. This is most likely due to the increased
localized distortion surrounding the Cr centers. The values for
|Dij| are also larger than those previously reported,15 though it
should be noted that large values for the DMI vectors have
been shown in previous studies and will often introduce spin
configurations other than skyrmions.4 Although the Cl:CrI3
(Cr1,Cr3) and Cl2

aClb:CrI3 (Cr1,Cr4) systems are close in
geometry and as such are expected to both exhibit spin-canted

solutions, the Cl2
aClb:CrI3 system has a

D

J
1,4 value (given in

Table 2) that is too large to manifest a stable spin whirl

solution at zero field. In contrast, while the value for
D

J
ij is

larger than in other reports of skyrmion-forming monolayer
chromium iodide systems, a spin canted solution is still able to
manifest for the Cl:CrI3 system.

■ CONCLUSION
We show that, upon substituting select I atoms in a CrI3
monolayer with Cl atoms, localized spin-bubble states form.
These spin states arise from the lattice distortions induced by
the ionic radii mismatch between the host and the defect
species. While distortions are driven by the difference in the
X−Cr bond lengths, the interactions between these distortions
can induce long-range directional lattice polarization that may
enable coupling between spatially separated spin-bubble states.
It was noted that, when these spin-bubble systems formed,
they were topologically protected. They were significantly
more stable than either the cost of a spin flip or the
stabilization noted by electric-field-induced skyrmions. This
work provides an important step toward manifesting skyrmions
under conditions that would be useful for spintronic
applications by potentially reducing the field required and
increasing the operating temperature through controlled
doping of CrI3 monolayers.
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